To ensure that you have the most current training materials in MySCLearning, it’s a good practice to clear the browser’s cache before logging in to MySCLearning.

1. **Open Google Chrome**

2. **Access the browsing history**
   Press Control + H to display your browsing history.

3. **Clear the browsing history**
   a) In the upper-left side of the screen, click *Clear browsing data*.
   b) Change the Time range to *All time*. Accept all checkboxes.
   c) Click *Clear data*.
   d) Wait a few moments while the action completes.
   e) Close Chrome.

   **TIP** *Use a speed-key. With Chrome open, press Control + Shift + Delete.*

4. **Log in to MySCLearning as usual**
   Reopen Chrome and log in to SCEIS Central and MySCLearning.

   See “Log in to MySCLearning.”

Find more tip sheets at MySCLearning Tools.